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F
    arm living in Carlyle, Kansas in 

    1895 was plagued with difficulty,

        in part due to the severity of  dust 

storms that ravaged the plains. In Kansas 

History: A Journal of  the Central Plains, 

James C. Malin wrote, “The dust storms 

of  1895 were so severe that the reticenc-

es of  the previous years seem to have 

been relaxed in Kansas newspapers.” 

TThese storms would interfere with many 

aspects of  life: growing successful crops, 

keeping livestock, schooling, making          

trips into town, and anything else that re-

quired a journey. And so the financial 

strain already felt by much of  rural 

Kansas in the 1890s was further com-

pounded.  

   Living in Kansas grew less and less 

appealing. As  William Allen White wrote 

in his editorial What’s the Matter with 

Kansas?, published in the Emporia Gazette 

in 1896, “Today the Kansas Department 

of  Agriculture sent out a statement 

which indicates that Kansas has gained 

lessless than two thousand people in the past

  

year. There are about two hundred and 

twenty-five thousand families in his state, 

and there were ten thousand babies born 

in Kansas, and yet so many people have 

left the state that the natural increase is 

cut down to less than two thousand net 

[...] Take it by any standard you please, 

KansasKansas is not in it.” It should be of  no 

surprise, then, that the average Kansan 

citizen most likely felt a great degree of  

isolation in their daily life.

   Under these conditions, most 

weather patterns visited hardship on the
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Remnants of  farming equipment on display at the Allen County Archive of  Kansan History.
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Kansan people. The norm was drought, 
which had become familiar to most Kan-
sans over the preceding decades (see 
page 5 of  this newsletter). The people 
were desperate for rain not only to enliv-
en their crops, but also to repair damage 
done by the dust storms that besieged 
the plains, especially in the springtime. 
On April 13, 1895, the Johnson City Jour-
nal wrote of  “the worst storm ever wit-
nessed by [their] oldest residents [...]

a combination of  snow, and sand, which 
was blown across the prairie at a terrific 
speed uninterrupted for 40 hours.” Many 
livestock died in the storm, and the paper 
noted that “It is very hard to identify 
brands for the stock is covered with mud. 
Unless it rains soon many more will 
perish,perish, as the grass is so completely cov-
ered with mud the stock cannot eat it.” 
The Journal also describes the tragic death 
of  three children, Cora and Charlie Dic

and Bertie Orth. They had ventured out 
on horseback to retrieve cattle before the 
storm hit, but were lost in the dust and 
found only after it abated nearly two days 
later. “It is supposed [Cora and Charlie] 
wandered over the prairie until exhausted 
and had lain down to rest only to awake 
inin another world. They were lying with 
their faces together, and arms around 
each other with a peaceful look on their 
faces, that told no tale of  the suffering
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A farmhouse in Kansas. Courtesy of  Getty Open Content.
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they had undergone,” the Journal wrote. 
Of  Bertie Orth, found only half  a mile 
from home, the story is worse: “He was 
a cripple and always carried his crutches 
on his saddle. He was either thrown or 
fell from his horse and being unable to 
walk had crawled some distance as was 
shshown by the knees of  his pants. His 
face showed the terrible struggle he had 
made for life.”

   Since the onus fell on all family 
members to preserve a farm and its live-
stock, casualties like this were not un-
heard of, and lent credence to the worries 
that Carlyle schoolmarm Hester Rut-
ledge expressed as she wrote from her 
empty schoolhouse. It can be inferred 
that the Johnson City storm is the same 
one from Ms. Rutledge’s account, dated 
only days apart from the article in the 
Journal.

   In spite of  all of  this, however, the 
people still found reason to hope, re-
marking that the skies usually yielded rain 

by midsummer. The Johnson City Journal 
wrote of  a heavy rain on June 1, 1895, re-
marking that “all through the night the 
water came down in sheats [sic], and up 
to the time of  writing this is still raining. 
The ground is wet into the depths of  the 
earth, and the grateful frogs have come 
foforth from it and are singing their songs 
of  praise. Such a joyful song from our 
merry croakers has not greeted our ears 
for a long time.” Even with encouraging

reports from other parts of  the state, 
however, there is little evidence that such 
rains ever fell on Carlyle in similar pro-
portions through the summer of  1895.

   Yet the people of  Carlyle stayed 
put, perhaps lacking the finances to at-
tempt settling elsewhere, or otherwise 
hoping that they would be greeted with 
the rains they so desperately needed.

Next Week

      On Part 3 of  That’d Be Revival, we 
will move from the macroscopic to the 
microscopic as we take an in-depth look 
at one’s man journey from the antebel-
lum period through Reconstruction, in 
his own words. Howard Henley’s sprawl-
ing description of  the span of  his experi
ences will give you a more personal look 
at the events, interactions, and feelings 
that characterized a life in Carlyle.
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One twelfth the cost of  the average chicken
sold in Florence, Kansas in 1895. 
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A sales ledger on display at the

Allen County Archive of  Kansan History.

Assorted farming tools on dsiplay at the

Allen County Archive of  Kansan History.
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   No. 2). Accessed via Kansas Historical Society.
      • “The Drouth In Kansas” by Thaddeus Hyatt quoted in the above source.
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“The Drouth In Kansas-
A Prayer For Rain”

by Thaddeus Hyatt, 1860

Cover thy Sun, O God!
Oh! cover it with thy hand!
For it scorcheth man, and it scorcheth beast,
And it buAnd it burneth up the land
It glowers and simmers: a Sun in its name,
But a hell in its wasting, its fierceness and flame!

An oven it gloweth at morn;
A furnace it glareth at noon!
It roasteth the clouds, and it baketh the air,
Till the heavens turn brass in its terrible glare,
And the zAnd the zephyrs smite like a simoon!

Then, cover thy Sun, O God!
O! cover it with thy hand,
That its fearful heat may no longer curse
This parched and perishing land!
That this demon-like Sun no longer may glare
On thy desolate ones in their silent despair!

The cattle vainly roam
In search of  spring and stream;
But nothing they find, though fainting and blind,
Save dust and the Sun's red gleam;
For the springs are dry, and the streams are bare,
And all moisture is burnt from the fiery air!

Rain! rain! O God, send rain!Rain! rain! O God, send rain!
For the vault above is brass;
And the earth below lies sore with woe,
With neither corn nor grass;
And the very eyes of  the cattle look
Like globes of  crimson glass!

Rain for the land, O God!
O! send tO! send thy pleaders rain!
Let not their piteous cries come up
Before thy Throne in vain!
Speak to thy clouds, O God!
And bid them seek the sea,
And charge thine Ocean, Lord, to send
Its waters up to thee,
TThat thou mayest send them back again
To earth, in showers of  welcome rain!


